
0  Miserable witch: if all players have more  than you, 
keep the 2  of market deck that you’ll choose.

1  Training: Level up one of your .

2  Divination: Have a look at one final card, without show-
ing them to anyone, and put it back in place.

3  Magic of the forest: Magic of the forest: take the 
first 6 cards of the deck, keep 1 at your choice and put the other 
5 in the order you want on top of the deck. If you choose 1 , 
you must face i.

3  Levitation: exchange 1 of your  with any other on the 
table that is not at level C, whether from another player or the 
cemetery.

4  Resurrect:  take 1  back from the cemetery and place it 
at level A in your area of hypnotized characters.

4  Déjà Vu:  After casting the Déjà Vu, take 2 consecutive 
phase 2 actions in this turn.

1. Explore the forest!
Mandatory (as many cards as ).

2. Take an action!
Optional.

a. Go to the market

b. Give objects to your characters

c.  Fight and  hypnotize

d.  Do magic

3. Cast an Alakazum!
Optional (if you have 8  or more).

Magic scroll

Armazon

Puedes reconocer las cartas de la expan-
sión porque están marcadas con un sím-
bolo  en la esquina superior derecha.

ATENCIÓN: Alakazum! 2 es una expan-
sión del juego Alakazum! Brujas y tra-
diciones. Se requiere el juego original 
para usar esta expansión. Recomenda-
mos haber jugado al menos un par de 
partidas al juego original antes de pro-
bar Alakazum! 2. 

Objetivo del juego… y ¡Armazon!
El objetivo del juego es el mismo que en el juego original: acu-
mular 8 o más puntos de la misma cultura para conjurar el hechi-
zo Alakazum y así derrotar una de las tradiciones estadounidenses. 
¡Pero ojo! El nuevo enemigo final, Armazon, es invencible, y 
si alguien se enfrenta a él, su Alakazum siempre resultará fa-
llido. Armazon quedará destapado si alguien se enfrenta a él, 
como con cualquier otro enemigo final.

¡La globalización sigue avanzando! El invencible Armazon, 
gigante del comercio electrónico, y las empalagosas cup-
cakes se suman a la invasión. Pero una nueva cultura les 
plantará cara: los castellanos. Además, ¡nuevos personajes 
valencianos, vascos, gallegos, catalanes, andaluces y hasta 
una bruja madrileña que va por libre se unen a la magia!

FINAL
AMAIERAKOA· INICIAL

HASIERAKOA
·

Game rules

Object of the game
Accumulate 8 or more points of the same culture –Valencian 
( VAL ), Catalan ( CAT ), Galician ( GAL ), Basque ( EUS ) or An-
dalusian ( AND )– in order to cast the powerful Alakazum spell. 
This is the only way to defeat one of the final enemies from the 
North American traditions, and win the game.

Components

In Alakazum! you get into the skin of a witch that gathers 
characters of different cultures to face the invasive traditions 
of the United States. Moreover, if you control any of the five 
great witches of the game –Vicentica, Montserrat, Maruxa, 
Kattalin or Rocío– you will have an advantage!

5 cards with 
the end back

9 cards with 
the start back

10 magic scrolls 
(in 4 languages)

4 rules books 
(one in each language)

1 die

90 forest cards
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Iconography
Culture points (they have a different color according to their culture)

Multicolored culture points (they belong to any of the 5 cultures)

Character (they have a different color according to their culture)

Multicolored character (they belong to any of the 5 cultures)

Characters’ Level (A, B and C)

Hand card

Trap card

Combat points

Hypnosis resistance

Magic energy

Die

Sociable personality

Thrifty personality

Very magical personality

Robbery

 Character cards

 Combat 
points

 Points of 
each culture

Name

Culture 

 Hypnosis resist-
ance points

   Charac-
ters’ level

 Character 
card’s symbol

Themed sentence 
Go to alakazum.com to learn more about their meaning.
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 Hand cards
Number of cards 

that you get 
from the market

Effect

 Hand card’s 
symbol

 Trap cards FINAL
AMAIERAKOA·  Final enemy cards

 Culture points
Effect

 Trap card’s 
symbol
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3. Take the 5 end cards, shuffle and place them face down in a 
row. Don’t look at what is which one. In a 3 or 4 players game, take 
the Saint Valentine card out of the game. In a 2 or 5 players game, 
put Saint Valentine in.

4. Take out the 4 hand cards  from the start cards and stack 
them face up: this will be the market deck.

Set up
1. Give one magic scroll to each player.

2. Identify by their back the 5 end and the 9 start cards and 
put them aside.

5. The remaining start cards are character cards : 
Senyor Pirotènic ,  Tió de Nadal ,  Moura ,  Olentzero  and  Penitente . 
Take them and put them in a row, face up.

6. The remaining cards form the forest deck. Shuffle the forest 
deck and deal each player 3 cards, face down. The players who 
have obtained cards that are not hand ones , change these cards 
for new ones at random. Do so until everybody has only 3 hand 
cards. During the game, you can only have hand cards in hand 
(ie, with the  symbol at the bottom)! Put the cards that have come 
out during the dealing, and are not hand card, back into the deck. 
Shuffle the deck well afterwards. 

5 end cards 9 start cards
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7. The player who has changed the most cards will be the 
starting player. In case of a tie, the last one that has touched a 
broom begins.

8. The starting player chooses 1 character  among the 5 availa-
ble and places it on the table, in front of them. (All the characters 
you have in this area form your characters’ team). After that, the 
player on their left also chooses a character. It continues like this un-
til all players have chosen a character. If some  have not been cho-
sen, they will go to the forest cemetery, a place where those  that 
have been defeated, but not hypnotized, are set in a row.

9. Now the turns begin, clockwise.

Although you start with a starting character of a specific cul-
ture, you can win the game with another culture. Be flexible!
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Example. Uxía owns 3  and, therefore, must draw 3 cards. 
She draws the 1st card: it is a  and she keeps it. She draws 
the 2nd one, but a  appears: she must fight, and she can no 
longer draw cards

2. Take an action! (Optional)

After exploring the forest, you can do only one of these actions, al-
though it is not mandatory:

a.  Go to the market: discard 1 hand card  in exchange for 
cards from the market deck. Show a hand card. Take from the 
top of the market deck as many cards as it is indicated on the 
card . Afterwards, put on top of the market deck the card you 
have shown from your hand (see the market deck and go to the 
market, page 12).

Game sequence
The starting player begins, and completely performs their turn 
by following the phases of the turn. Once done, the player to 
their left do the same, and so on.

Phases of the Turn
In their turn, a player must follow the following phases in this order:

1. Explore the forest! (Mandatory)

This phase is mandatory and is carried out at the beginning of the 
turn. Take as many cards from the forest deck as  you have at 
that time on your team. During this phase, you will have to draw 
the cards one by one, and you will stop drawing immediately if a 
trap  or character  card appears. In this case you must face the 

 or suffer the effects of the  and after that you can’t continue 
drawing cards during this phase (see combat against a character 
of the forest, page 8 and trap cards, page 11).
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b. Give objects to your characters: use 1 single meal or broom 
card (see meals, p. 15 and brooms, p.16).

c.  Fight and  hypnotize: confront one of your characters 
with one of another player and try to hypnotize it to integrate it 
into your team. During this phase, you can use as many potions as 
you want. When you integrate a  into your team, put it on the ta-
ble, in front of you (see Combat against another player’s charac-
ter, p.9 and Potions, page 13).

d.  Do magic: cast 1 single spell among the 7 available. Spend 
as much magical energy  as the spell requires. Spells are de-
scribed in your magic scroll (see magic hats and magic energy, 
page 15).

3. Cast an Alakazum! (Optional)

In this final phase, you may cast the great spell Alakazum that 
allows you to defeat one of the traditions of the United States 
and win the game. This phase is also optional, but it has a require-
ment: you need at least 8  of one same culture ( VAL , CAT ,  
GAL ,  EUS  or  AND ). When you cast an Alakazum flip a final 
enemy card at your choice. If the total number of your  of one 
same color is upper than the final enemy’s, you win the game! 
To win the game, you will need between 8  and 14 , depend-
ing on the final enemy that appears. You only need to defeat one fi-
nal enemy in order to win. In case the final enemy has the same 
number or more  than your team, send to the cemetery one 
character from those who have participated in the confronta-
tion. Besides, the final enemy card that has defeated you will stay 
face up, and no other player will be able to choose it. That is, when 
the next Alakazum is cast, one less enemy will participate. And so 
on until someone exceeds with their  those of a final enemy.
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Fight  and hypnotize  characters
Fight to level up your  (see character cards, page 10) and try to 
hypnotize new ones. Hypnotizing characters means to integrate 
them into your team in order to use them later. There are two 
types of combat:

 • Against one  from the forest (explore the forest phase).
 • Against another player’s  (Fight and hypnotize action).

NO

Drama! The character from the 
forest goes back to the for-
est deck and your charac-
ter goes to the cemetery with 
level A, unless it is your only 
character, or it is mounted on a 
broom. Now shuffle the forest 
deck well.

YES

Your character LEVELS UP and 
you throw the die. Does the die 
exceed the  points of the 
character from the forest?

• YES  the character that ap-
peared in the forest becomes 
part of your hypnotized char-
acters, at level A. You may use 
it during the next combat!

• NO  The character from the 
forest goes to the cemetery, 
at level A.

Combat against a character from the forest

At the moment a character  appears during the Explore the for-
est phase, stop drawing cards and put that character in sight of all. 
You must defeat the character that has just appeared with one of 
the characters you have already hypnotized. At this time, you may 
use potions.

Choose one of your  to fight. Does your character have 
more  than the character from the forest?
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NO

Twist of fate! THE DEFENDING 
 LEVELS UP. Then the defend-

ing player throw the . Does 
the  exceeds the  points 
of the attacking ?

• YES  The defending player 
hypnotizes the attacking . 
The hypnotized  maintains 
its level.

• NO  The attacking  stays 
with the attacking player (never-
theless, the defending  would 
have leveled up)

YES

THE ATTACKING  LEV-
ELS UP. Afterwards, the at-
tacking player throw the . 
Does the  exceeds the  
points of the defending ?

• YES  the attacking player 
hypnotizes the defending . 
The hypnotized  maintains 
its level.

• NO  The defending  
stays with the defending 
player (nevertheless, the at-
tacking  would have leve-
led up).

Combat against another player's character

If you do the Fight and hypnotize action, tell which rival charac-
ter you want to face: this will be the defending character and the 
player who owns it, the defending player. Both players can use po-
tions during this combat. You can’t attack a player who only has 
one character on their team, since a player can NEVER run out of 
characters.

Choose one of your  to attack: this will be the attacking cha-
racter and the player who owns it, the attacking player. Does 
the attacking character’s  exceeds those of the defending 
one?

VERY IMPORTANT!
After winning a combat and before 

throwing the  to hypnotize...

Level up your character!
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Detailed explanation of the cards
 Character cards

There are characters from 5 cultures, each one represented by a 
color. There are even multicolored characters , who bring  to 
any culture. The  can never be in hand, instead they will always 
be on the table in two ways:

 • Hypnotized: placed in a horizontal row where each player 
puts the  he controls. This is your  team.

 • In the forest cemetery: where the  from the forest that 
have been defeated, but not hypnotized, go.

There is no characters limit, nor hypnotized, nor in the cemetery, but 
a player can NEVER run out of hypnotized characters. If a play-
er had to lose their last character, in that case, he would not lose it.

Characters’ level

A character has 3 levels (A, B and C). A character always starts 
at the lowest level, A. When a character participates in a com-
bat and defeats the other character, it levels up. Turn the card 
to show that it has leveled up. A character does not level up be-
yond level C and never gets down, except when he goes to the 
cemetery, returning to level A.
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Character’s personality

Some  only have additional icons, which represent their person-
ality:

Sociable: A sociable  can add its  to those of any 
 that you control, either attacking or defending. If 

you win the combat, the sociable  that has added its 
points does not level up, only the main . You can’t 
add two sociable  at the same time.

Thrifty: at the beginning of the turn (don’t forget!), be-
fore the Explore the forest phase, draw as many cards 
from the top of the market deck as thrifty  you own.

Very magical: it adds 1 permanent magic energy that 
you can use each turn to cast spells. Two or more very 
magical  can add their magic energy.

 Trap cards
If a  appears when you are drawing during the Explore the forest 
phase, stop drawing cards and face its effects immediately. After 
that, the trap disappears from the game (send it back to the box).

 • Black Friday’s Discount: Didn’t you want discounts? 50%! 
Give half of your hand cards to the rest of the players, distrib-
uting them as you wish. If you have an odd number of cards, 
give half of them minus one. This card does not affect you if 
you have 1 or none .

You can skip the explanation of each trap and read it when 
one appears during the game.
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 • Halloween's Trick or Treat: Trick or treat? You can choose: 
give 50% of your hand cards to the rest of players, or send one 
of your characters to the cemetery. This trap does not affect you 
if you only own 1  and you have 1 or none .

 • Santa Claus' Present: Santa Claus brings you a gift... an ex-
plosive one! Throw the  and, if you get less than a 3, chose 
one of your character to send to the cemetery. If you get 3 or 
more, give the die to another player of your choice, who will 
do the same. Do so until the gift explodes and send a charac-
ter to the cemetery. This trap does not affect those who only 
own 1 , although they can also be given the die.

 Hand cards
Unlike the  and the  cards, keep the hand cards  in your 
hand and don’t show them to the other players. Normally, 
these cards always go onto the top of the market deck once 
they have been used. They don’t disappear from the game and 
can always be retaken.

The market deck and going to the market

The market deck is supplied by the hand cards (hats, meals...) that 
have been used. Besides, if a  doesn’t really interest you, and you 
need new ones, you can go to the market during the 2nd phase of 
the turn.

To perform the Go to the market action, the player shows one of 
the cards they have in their hand. Next, they draw as many cards 
from the market deck as indicated by the label of the card they 
have shown ( ). The player draws the cards one by one as they 
are placed in the market deck. A player can always check the cards 
of the market deck, but can’t change their order. After drawing the 
corresponding number of cards, the player will place the card he 
has shown from their hand on top of the market deck.
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Example of going to the market. If you show 
a potion with the 2  symbol  you’ll have to 
draw the 2 cards that are on top of the mar-
ket deck , regardless of its value, and 
leave this potion in exchange on top.

Potions

There are combat , die , and robbery  potions. All the po-
tion cards are used during the combats. After playing a potion 
card, this is discarded on top of the market deck.

Combat  and die  potions

These potions are used during a com-
bat (in the forest or against another 
player). They instantly modify the com-
bat points  (combat potions) and the 
die  rolls (die potions). The effects 
of the potions are not permanent and 
only apply to the ongoing combat. You 
can use as many potions as you want in 
a combat. In case there is a card with 
2 available potions, you must choose 
which potion to use.

During a combat in the forest, the play-
er decides whether they play combat 

potions  or not at the beginning of the combat and, after throw-
ing the die, they choose if they use die potions  to hypnotize the 
character.

Example. Jordi wants to hypnotize a Castanyera which has 1 
point of . He throws the die and gets a 1, that is, insuffi-
cient. He then uses a +1  potion, thus his roll is now 2.
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During a combat between players, the attacking and defending 
players decide if they play potions cards or not and in what order 
to determine their combat points . When both players have de-
clared that they don’t want to play any more potion, then they re-
solve the combat.

Then, the player who has the option to hypnotize the rival charac-
ter throws the die and can use die potion cards to improve the re-
sult of the die. Attention: die potions cards only add to the die 
roll; they are only useful for the player who is trying to hypno-
tize the rival character.

Example. Ana wants to use her level B Penitente ( 1) to attack lev-
el A Pep’s Dolçainer ( 1). As they both have 1 combat point, Ana 
is losing. Ana plays a double potion card that allows her to add 

+1 or +1. She plays it as a +1, so her Penitente is now 2. 
Pep plays the same card on his Dolçainer, equaling her combat 
points ( 2). Ana tries again to win the combat with another +1 
to get 3, but Pep plays a +2 potion, increasing the Dolçainer 
combat points up to 4. Ana says that she doesn’t play any more 
potion. Pep too, whereupon Pep’s Dolçainer wins the combat. The 
Dolçainer levels up to B and Pep throws the die to try to hypnotize 
Ana’s Penitente; he gets a 1: failure. Pep spends the last ( +1) 
potion that remains in his hand to transform the result of the die 
into 2, and he can now hypnotize Ana’s Penitente.

Robbery potion 

This potion is only used during combats 
against other players’ characters. When 
using the robbery potion , automati-
cally take the last potion of  or  that 
your opponent has used during the com-
bat and keep it in your hand. You will 
not only cancel their potion, but you will 
also be able to use this potion during this 
combat or another one! You can’t steal a 
robbery potion .
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Magic hats and magic energy 

Magic hats are used to afford the spells 
that you can cast during the Do magic 
action. Magic hats may be worth 1 , 
2  or 3 . You will find a list of available 
spells in the magic scroll that each player 
has. You can cast any 1 spell, as long as 
you pay the cost of this particular magic.

Example. If you cast the divination, which costs 2 , discard 
(send to the market deck) one 2  hat card or two 1  hat cards.

Example. If you cast the divination, which costs 2 , and you 
have 1 very magical character on your team, you just need to 
use a 1  hat card from your hand. 

Each character with a very magical personality in a player’s team 
gives that player 1  when performing the Do magic action. You can 
combine magic hats cards with the very magical personality of the 
characters on the player's team.

Meals

During the Give objects to your charac-
ters’ action, you can use meals (once 
used, meals also go onto the market 
deck). Each meal belongs to one culture 
and only affect the characters of that same 
culture, represented by the correspond-
ing color. They are grouped by twos and, 
when using them, you must choose which 
of the two meals you want to use. The 
meal will affect all the characters of 
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the same culture that you have hypnotized (all the Galicians or 
all the Catalans you have, for example, but not Galicians and Cat-
alans at the same time). The result will be that all your characters 
of that culture will level up to C, irrespective of their current 
level.

Multicolored characters do not level up with any meal.

Brooms

During the Give objects to your charac-
ters’ action, put this card under a charac-
ter and leave it that way throughout the 
game. The character will no longer leave 
that player in what remains of the game, 
neither due to a combat nor to magic, 
not even after a failed Alakazum.

Cultural objects and amulets

Cultural objects (the barretina, the 
botafumeiro, etc.) also belong to a par-
ticular culture and add 2  to your char-
acters from that culture during phase 3 
(Cast an Alakazum).

During the Cast an Alakazum phase, be-
fore uncovering the final enemy card, 
reveal these objects to the rest of the 
players to indicate that you have addi-
tional . These cards are used from 
your hand and are not spent nor lost. In the event that your 
Alakazum is successful, you’ll have won the game, but in case 
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Example. Izaskun has 5  with Catalan characters, she also 
has a barretina (2 ) and a multicolored amulet (1 ) in hand. 
She already has 8  of the same culture, so she can cast an 
Alakazum. Izaskun chooses one of the final cards face down, 
flips it and discovers Halloween, which has a value of 9 : 
she fails. She sends one of her Catalan characters to the forest 
cemetery and keep in hand the barretina (2  ) and the multi-
colored amulet (1 ). She’ll be able to use them again later.

Voodoo dolls

The voodoo doll is never used during 
your own turn, instead it’s used to can-
cel an Alakazum or another player’s 
action during the 2nd phase (Go to 
the market, Give objects to your charac-
ters, Fight and hypnotize or Do magic). 
At the moment a player announces one 
of those actions, use the voodoo doll to 
cancel it! A voodoo doll does not can-
cel another voodoo doll. If you cancel 
an Alakazum the affected player does 
not lose the cultural objects nor the 
multicolored amulets.

This card can never go to the market deck. When used, send it 
back to the box (just like traps ).

you haven’t succeeded, these cards will remain in your hand 
for the following turns.

There are also multicolored amulets, which can 
add 1  to any of the cultures and work in the 
same way as the cultural objects.
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Rule for 2 players
Add a fifth final enemy: Saint Valentine. Saint Valentine has 9  
in 2 players games.

Rules for 5 players
Add a fifth final enemy: Saint Valentine. Saint Valentine has 7  
in 5 players games. Besides, there is a special rule for the Mis-
erable witch spell. In a 5 players games, a player can use the Mis-
erable witch spell if 3 or 4 players have more characters than them.

Example. Iker, Empar, Jordi, Sabela and Antonio. Iker and Jor-
di have 3 characters, while Empar, Sabela and Antonio have 
only 1. At this time, none of them can use the Miserable witch 
spell. Later in the game, Sabela gets her second character, so 
now Empar and Antonio can cast this spell, because there are 
3 players with more characters than them.

Final clarifications and advice
 • You can’t use another Déjà Vu as one of the 2 actions that the 

Déjà Vu allows you.
 • If you cast the Déjà Vu spell, the very magical characters keep 

their  intact during the next 2 actions and can be reused.
 • When you use a voodoo doll to prevent an Alakazum, do it 

before the rival flips a final enemy card. The player who declares 
that they’re going to cast an Alakazum should leave a prudential 
time so that the other players have time to declare if they are going 
to use a voodoo doll.
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 • The combat points of the characters are usually represented by 
a number, but sometimes by a die . That is, they need to throw 
the die to know how many points they have in that particular com-
bat.
 • In a combat against another player, you can use many potions 

all at once, or use them depending on the potions your opponent 
uses.
 • In case of a tie for , the forest or defending  always wins, the 

attacker never.
 • You can pay spells with more  than the cost of this magic, but... 

you won’t be given the change!
 • Any player who doesn’t want problems should always have hats 

and potions in their hand!

Follow the Zombi 
Paella social medias 
and try to get the ex-
traordinary chaotic 
toad card! 

More doubts? 
Visit alakazum.com 

Video tutorial included!
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